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ZigBee Avatto smart light dimmer N-ZDMS01-2 TUYA
The smart light dimmer is a modern solution for people who value convenience and comfort in their daily life. With remote control via the
Smart Life/Tuya Smart app, you can control your home's lighting anywhere and anytime via your phone or tablet. The controller is also
compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Home voice assistants,  offers the ability to adjust  the degree of  lighting,  as well  as create
schedules. Check out how convenient it is!
 
Adjust the brightness of the lighting
The brightness degree adjustment function allows you to fine-tune the lighting level using a percentage bar or voice commands. Such a
solution will  help you create the right atmosphere for your activities! An evening with a book? Or maybe a romantic dinner? A simple
voice command is all it takes to brighten or dim the lighting!
 
Group your devices
The Avatto ZigBee smart light dimmer allows you to group several devices, so you can control the lighting in different rooms at the same
time. Thanks to the "Linkage" function, the controller can work with other modules, sensors and devices in the house, allowing you to
create different scenarios, such as sleep mode, work mode, dinner mode or coming home mode.
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Create a work schedule
The controller also has a scheduling function, so you can schedule automatic lighting control according to your needs. Make the lights
turn on at the same time every day, making it easier for you to wake up. The smart home will adapt to your rhythm!
 
Shared management
The  "Family  Share"  function  allows  you  to  change  permissions  and  allow  other  users  to  access  lighting  management.  This  way,  all
household members will be able to enjoy the smart home and effortlessly adjust the lights to their own preferences.
 
Easy installation
The ZigBee Avatto smart light dimmer controller is easy to install. However, you need to turn off the electric power before installation.
The installation will not cause you much trouble and will not take much time.
 
Included
Module
Holder
User manual
Product type:
ZigBee Avatto 2 channel smart light dimmer.
Voltage:
AC100-240V 50/60Hz
Maximum load:
LED AC230V 150W; AC 120V 2x60W
Operating frequency:
2.405 GHz-2.480 GHz
Operating temperature:
-10℃ to + 40℃
Protocol:
Zigbee 3.0
Operating range:
<100m
Dimensions:
(Width x Depth x Height) 39.2 x 39.2 x 18mm
IP protection class:
IP20

Preço:

€ 21.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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